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Welcome Note
We believe entrepreneurship can change the world,
and more specifically, Egypt. Myself and Jamal
moved back to the Middle East after spending most of
our lives abroad because we wanted to act as bridges
between East and West, channeling know-how,
resources, expertise, and funding to support MENA’s
entrepreneurs. At the end of the day, we won’t
significantly improve our lot unless we empower
ourselves to take our future into our own hands, and
create opportunities for learning and development
that encourage us all to stay in the Middle East, and
build our countries and economies. The world is
changing, companies are reinventing themselves,
driven by millennial spending behavior and increasing
environmental awareness, and business is finally
being recognized as a major potential force for good
- for a better relationship with the environment - for
better health - for greater independence and freedom
- for greater development.

Egypt’s challenges, which are many, are dwarfed by its
opportunities. We believe business is the ultimate lever
that should help lift these challenges into opportunities,
and that’s why all of Changelabs programs focus on
sustainable impact.

Karim Samra
Co-Founder & CEO
Changelabs

Jamal Khayyat
Co-Founder
Changelabs
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Once again this year, we teamed up with
a number of leading partners to support
Egyptian entrepreneurs

The Green for Growth Fund (GGF) is an impact
investment fund that mitigates climate change and
promotes sustainable economic growth, primarily
by investing in measures that reduce energy
consumption, resource use and CO2 emissions. It is
funded by the European Investment Bank, Deutsche
Bank, the International Finance Corporation, and
other public and private sector leaders.

FMO is the Dutch entrepreneurial development
bank. They invest in over 85 countries, supporting
jobs and income generation in order to improve
people’s lives. Their role extends beyond financing,
as they also help businesses to operate and grow
transparently in an environmentally and socially
responsible manner.

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is the world’s
most comprehensive and broadly adopted cloud
platform, offering over 175 fully featured services
from data centers globally. Millions of customers—
including the fastest-growing startups, largest
enterprises, and leading government agencies—
are using AWS to lower costs, become more
agile, and innovate faster.

Jupiter Commz is a comprehensive communications firm
that specializes in providing strategic communications
and solid counsel to its partners building on years
of expertise of its multicultural, bold and innovative
professional team. We organize turnkey B2B events, Public
Relations and Communications solutions from strategy
development through to on the ground execution keeping
in mind business objectives and the importance of
integrated solutions.
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We ran 2 parallel tracks that encompass startups
solving some of Egypt’s greatest pain points

Green
Energy
TRACK

Startups delivering impact in the energy
sector. This includes improving access and
affordability, renewable energy solutions,
energy efficiency, demand and supply side
innovations, and new business models in
the sector.

Impact
TRACK

Startups delivering impact across other
sectors. These companies must improve
outcomes for customers and/or the
community directly while generating
profits and selling their product/ service.
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FUNDING

FACILITIES

PROTOTYPING

COACHING

OUR
GROUNDBREAKING
METHODOLOGY
MENTORSHIP

NETWORKING

WORKSHOPS

TEAM BUILDING
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Gerbrich
Salverda

Capacity Development Officer
FMO
We all know by now, that these are pretty
unusual times and that it takes disruptors
and unconventional partnerships to make
change. The Dutch Development Bank,
FMO, we support Changelabs as we realize
that young people are key for future growth
and they can be the change.”
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ABOUT CHANGELABS
EGYPT COHORT 2
Turning disruptive ideas into profitable start-ups, Egypt’s leading impactcentered startup accelerator, Changelabs carried out its second cohort virtually
with an Energy and an Impact track. Thirteen Egyptian-based social impact
and energy focused startups have joined the Changelabs accelerator program
in partnership with The Green for Growth Fund, Amazon web Services and
The Dutch Development Bank (FMO). Designed to shape ideas into viable
businesses, the 8-week accelerator program brought change to the Egyptian
ecosystem following the country’s 2030 vision for sustainable development.

During the program, the 13 startups benefited from unparalleled access to a
network of global mentors, world-class experts, wide-reaching investors,
partners and customers. Upon completion of cohort 2, a one-of-a-kind Demo
Day took place virtually and celebrated the graduation of the cohort’s startups
showcasing the culmination of hard work and collaborative effort of the previous
eight weeks in front of our network of investors, partners and media.
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CHANGELABS
CURRICULUM
Changelabs weekly curriculum is designed to
provide our startups with the essential knowhow knowledge and tools to transform their
ideas into investment-ready businesses. From
building a sustainable product, to acquiring
customers, to sales, registration and pitching,
Changelabs, over the 8-week program, covered
the fundamentals of launching a startup.

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7 & 8

Topic

Team

Product / Service

Customer

Sales

Marketing

Registration

Pitching
& Final Documents

Sample
Tool

Personality Test
& Compass

Sustainable Business
Model Canvas

Sample
Output

Organizational Chart

Position Map

Conflict Plan

Business Plan

Policy Docs

MVP

How to Build a
Customer Survey

Customer Map
& Journey

Storytelling Exercise
Sample Prospect List

VIA institute
personality Test
Sample Marketing Plan
Personality Compass
Exercise

Complete Sustainable
BusinessVesting
Model &
Canvas
Milestone
Questionnaire
Create your
Customer
Journey

Live Customer Pitch
Live Investor Pitch

MOU

Short & Long Brochure

Founders Agreement

100 Filled Surveys

Pitch Deck

Social Media Channels

Articles

Final Pitch Deck

Prospects List

Final Business Plan
Media Channels
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WEEK 1

In week one we focused on the topic of “Team” and arming them
with what they need to work together effectively.

WEEK 5

Conflict Resolution and Team Communication
by Marylin Davison | Entrepreneurship Expert at Tufts University

Digital Marketing Tools
by Heba Badwy | Head of Revenue & User Growth at Retail
Landmark Group

CEO Advice of a Lifetime
by Karim Samra | Co-Founder of Changelabs

WEEK 2

How to Manage a Sales Pipeline
by Daniel Walsh, Senior Vice President at Cristo Rey Network

In week 2 we tackled the “Product/ Service” topic. Our cohort
learned how to use the sustainable business model canvas tool
amongst others and learned about creating customer position maps,
business plans and MVPs.
Find your Competitive Positioning
by Jane Gergis | Professor at Heliopolis University

Marketing 101 - Fireside Chat
with Taymour Sabry, Co-Founder of Wasla Browser

WEEK 6

Finance 101
by Dr. Nader Ibrahim | CEO of Epic Advisory

In week 3 we focused on “Customer”. Our startups learned how to
create a Customer Map & Journey using customer surveys tools.
Building Relationships with Your Customers
by Omar Khalifa | Founder of Shaghalni
Understanding your Customer
by Jake Reisch | CEO of Eversound

4, we focused on the topic of Sales. Our network of experts
WEEK 4 Inandweek
mentors helped our teams to use the Storytelling exercise

Sample prospect list and create MOUs, Pitch Decks, prospects lists.

Selecting the Right Partner
by Dr. Nezar Samy | Founder of Nilepreneurs Initiative

In week 6, we focused on the topic of Registration. Our teams
learned to generate Founders’ agreement and articles using the
vesting and milestone questionnaire.
Legal 101
by Loay Al Shawarby | CEO of Al Shawarby Law Firm

Fireside Chat with U-Light team
Omar Khattab | Co-Founder & COO of U-Light
Omar Mansour | Co-Founder & CPO of U-Light
Ahmed Yasser | Co-Founder & CTO of U-Light
Omar Ghanem | Co-Founder & CEO of U-Light
Muhammed Kyaure | CSO of U-Light

WEEK 3

In week 5, we focused on the topic of Marketing. Our 13 teams
learned to use sample marketing plans to create long and short
brochures as well as to manage social media channels.

Scenario Planning and its Relations to Entrepreneurship
by Moataz Darwish | Deputy Country Chairman at Shell companies
in Egypt
Fundraising Session
by Jake Reisch: CEO of Eversound

WEEK
7&8

In weeks 7&8 we focused on the topics of Pitching & Final
Documents. Our teams learned to create effective surveys, investor
ready pitch decks and compelling business plans.
Fireside Chat
with Nesrine Shaker | Founder & CEO of Stavolta Gelato
Fireside Chat
with Adel Sedky | CEO/ Partner at Nola Bakery
Mindfulness Session
with Farah Al Jundi | Wellness Coach and Founder of La Luna
Experiences

Negotiation 101
by Mohamed Shehab | Founder of Resolve Consulting
How to Close a Deal with an Investor - Fireside Chat
with Tamer Azer, Principal at Sawari Ventures.
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COHORT 2
KICK-OFF
Once we formed the correct partnerships and settled on the program
curriculum, content and methodology, we proceeded to launch the program.

Our kick-off efforts included 5 main points

Community Partners: we onboarded
10+ community partners that helped us
spread the word in the ecosystem about
the open call.

Experts Recruitment: 50+ experts and
mentors were engaged and onboarded
to deliver the design program content.

Applications: Filtered from 250+
applications, 13 startups were selected
to join the cohort in its 2 tracks; Energy
and Impact.

Sending Out Emails: 15,000 emails were
sent out during the kick-off

Media Hits: Our kick-off event was
covered by Startup Scene and Magnitt.
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COHORT 2
IN NUMBERS
$390k

200

IN AMAZON WEB
SERVICES CREDITS
DEPLOYED

HOURS OF
TRAINING

50+

300

EXPERTS &
MENTORS
ENGAGED

HOURS OF
ONE-ON-ONE
MENTORSHIP
SESSIONS

13

5

STARTUPS

ENERGY
STARTUPS

8

30+

IMPACT
STARTUPS

ENTREPRENEURS
TRAINED

50

100

WORKSHOPS
& SESSIONS

HOURS OF
PITCH
TRAINING
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We’re supporting 13 game changing
Egyptian startups who are poised to
create significant economic value while
leveraging technology and delivering jobs

Invitees
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Green
Energy
TRACK

Green Energy Production

Green Energy Access

Delta Oil is an innovative Egyptian green energy startup focused on collecting used cooking
oil and selling it to the biodiesel industry for domestic and international consumption. Their
competitive advantage lies in the deep and expansive collection network they’ve built, currently
relying on more than 400 women collectors in rural areas. This has proven an especially resilient
and cost effective source of raw material as even during the COVID crisis, as the household
market continued to grow across all parts of Egypt even when the commercial sector slowed
down. Their collection capacity is today at 25 tons per month, and they’ve built two processing
facilities and are in the process of completing their third. Their sales to-date exceed $200k. Most
of their production so far has been sold to Egyptian companies who in turn export the product
abroad (Europe), but they’ve been establishing direct links with European counterparts and
will be exporting themselves very soon. The founding team combines between engineering
and business, and has deep knowledge of industrial processes and export markets.

Dizaria Energy is the first electric vehicle charging service provider in Egypt, targeting both retail
and corporate customers, with the intent to expand into Africa and the Middle East. They’ve
partnered with global market leader Trilium who will supply the technology and hardware.
With the high cost of fuel and high CO2 emissions, the company empowers consumers and
businesses to transition to electric mobility. They achieve this by providing a wide infrastructure
of fast charging stations for all types of electric vehicles, through partnerships with existing
gas stations, corporations, and other facility owners. This will enable vehicle owners to save up
to 60% of fuel bills and make the transition to electric vehicles a reality on the streets of Egypt.
The company’s proprietary mobile application will provide users with the nearest charging
station, its status, and the ability to complete online payments.

Stage | Post-Revenue
Funds Raised | 53,100 USD
Ask | 500,000 USD

Stage | Pre-Revenue
Funds Raised | None
Ask | 200,000 USD
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Green
Energy
TRACK

Green Energy Building

Green Energy Transport

Hand Over is Egypt’s first green design and build company specialized in delivering energy
efficient, cost-effective, and environment-friendly building solutions using natural and locally
sourced materials. Their buildings take advantage of naturally cooling and heating elements to
significantly reduce ongoing energy consumption, and leverage local laborers and traditional
building techniques that reduce the upfront use of energy in the building process as well.
Founded by architect Radwa Rostom, the company has already completed a number of award
winning projects across Egypt, and has been nominated for the Aga Khan Architecture Awards
in 2019, won the Gold Medal at the 2018 Cairo Design Award, and the Qatar Sustainability
Award in 2016.

Seavo is Egypt’s first designer and manufacturer of environmentally friendly water craft. Their
first product is a lightweight (8kg), small (70x40), and energy efficient (electric) portable
swimming craft that runs on rechargeable batteries and can pull up to 100kg at up to 13km/h
for up to 45mns. Manufactured and assembled in Egypt, this craft can be operated remotely
by watch, and can track and follow users or make its way to the user at the touch of a distress
button in an emergency. The user can hang on it, grip the handle, and drive it via buttons. The
company has already developed a working prototype, negotiated a number of partnerships
around manufacturing, and is currently discussing distribution partnerships. Last year, the
global market for such transportation devices topped $1.3bn with 7% yoy growth. The
founding team are passionate engineers with a track record of building successful exploratory
submarines, and have developed the technology in-house that makes this invention much
lighter, smaller, and more affordable than the competition.

Stage | Pre-Revenue
Funds Raised | 156,459 USD
Ask | 200,000 USD

Stage | Pre-Revenue
Funds Raised | None
Ask | 200,000 USD
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Green
Energy
TRACK

Green Energy Transport
Vesstoss offers an energy efficient, green, practical, public transport solution for ‘closed
communities’ in Egypt - electric scooter rentals. Gated communities are spreading across Egypt
and the MENA region, both inside of large cities as residential oases away from the hustle and
bustle, as well as in tourist destinations across the mediteranean coast and red sea. Currently,
residents tend to use their cars for even the smallest errands within these mega communities.
Vesstoss is changing that by deploying a fleet of electric scooters with charging stations and
an easy to use downloadable membership-based application. Their management team has
experience developing mobility solutions and they have a strong technical cofounder on board,
and their ‘pilot’ community will be Madinaty, where they are deploying 30 scooters over the
coming few months.

Stage | Pre-Revenue
Funds Raised | None
Ask | 100,000 USD
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Impact
TRACK

Agritech

Fashion Retail

Baramoda is one of the first agri-tech start-ups in the MENA region that is focused on developing
organic fertilizers from the waste products of sugar factories. They develop products that help
farmers maximize the efficiency of agri-waste management, minimize the cost of production,
reduce excessive use of chemical fertilizers, and increase crop production while reducing
water usage. They have developed a proprietary bacterial mix in their R&D center that can be
customized based on the crops being grown, the nature and characteristics of the land, and the
desired outputs. They’ve sold more than 60,000 tons of product so far ($150k) to a number of
local companies, some of which for export, a testament to the quality of their fertilizer.

Dayra sells pre-owned high-quality clothing online at very affordable prices. As Egyptian
consumers continue to go ‘online’, they’re demanding access to higher fashion, but even the
most affordable brands like Zara are beyond the reach of most Egyptians. Dayra collects lightly
used and unwanted clothing both directly and at various collection points, then styles, fixes,
cleans, and photographs only the highest quality and fashion appropriate pieces, which are
resold on its online website. The company collects clothing either through a consignment
(customer photographs and lists) model or through direct purchase. Through partnerships
with major used clothing suppliers, both locally and internationally, the company expects to
maintain access to adequate supply at rock bottom prices.

Stage | Post-Revenue
Funds Raised | 290,000 USD
Ask | 800,000 USD

Stage | Post-Revenue
Funds Raised | 5,000 USD
Ask | 50,000 USD
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Impact
TRACK

Digital Design

SAAS

DomDom is the 1st user-led digital graphic design platform tailored for the MENA region. It offers
an easy-to-use graphic editor with 1000s of design assets and exclusive Arabic stock photos that
enable its users (startups, SMEs, junior graphic designers) to create professional graphic designs
quickly and cheaply. Through a number of subscription based models and a free basic package, the
platform is an essential tool for anyone building a brand in the MENA region. With an experienced
management team of business and creative leaders, the company has completed its MVP and is
launching the live beta version of the platform in the summer of 2020.

El-Dokan is the first enterprise eCommerce software designed for large and growing retail stores in
MENA to help them optimize their operations and improve their sales conversion online. Founded in
early 2020 after raising pre-seed funding from EFG Hermes, the company’s management team has
deep software and business expertise. During the first 6 months of operation, the company signed
on a number of top retailers with more than 500 branches in Egypt like Radio Shack, Computer
Shop, Compu Me, Mobile Shop, Misr Pharmacies, Crocs Egypt, and Footloose. They’ve managed
to integrate more than 25 partners with whom they’re now sharing revenue such as payments
processors, shipping providers, sms gateways, and more, and have generated more than $150k of
revenue so far.

Stage | Pre-Revenue
Funds Raised | 3,128 USD
Ask | 90,000 USD

Stage | Post-Revenue
Funds Raised | 34,000 USD
Ask | 95,000 USD
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Impact
TRACK

Healthtech

Fintech

Hospitalia is an in-home healthcare services marketplace that is transforming health by connecting
patients directly to ‘guided’ on and offline comprehensive medical services, including on-demand
access to top tier health care providers, nurses, doctors, scanning services, and other organizations.
Led by a team of seasoned healthcare and business professionals, the company has been operating
since April 2019 and have already arranged 8,200 home visits, 4,200 medical consultations, and
generated more than $100k of revenue.

Mawelny is an online platform that connects individuals and SMEs in need for credit finance with
banks and other lenders, enabling customers to enquire, apply, compare and get the best credit
finance offerings that suit their needs, from the comfort of their home. They’re able to offer their
customers more competitive pricing and savings of up to 25% on the total loan amount. The
company also provides customers with credit financial advice that empowers them to make better
financial decisions and have better chances of gaining access to finance. Through a partnership
with Egypt’s two largest banks, the company has already facilitated more than EGP 10M of loans to
consumers. The company uses online channels, social media channels, chatbots, and AI to provide
credit finance brokerage services and financial advising. Their business model involves taking
commissions on all approved credit facilities.

Stage | Post-Revenue
Funds Raised | 50,000 USD
Ask | 300,000 USD

Stage | Post-Revenue
Funds Raised | None
Ask | 100,000 USD
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Impact
TRACK

Edtech

Online Entertainment

PraxiLabs aims to provide equal opportunity for an enhanced Science education – in the fields of
Biology, Chemistry and Physics – by providing 3D interactive virtual laboratory simulations that
are safe, affordable, and accessible anytime/anywhere for educational institutions and students
alike. The company has developed a robust and tested technology platform that mimics real life lab
scenarios, and is led by an experienced management team of edtech and business professionals.
They’ve already secured significant contracts with a number of leading universities in Egypt and
Saudi Arabia, and penetrated a number of US University classrooms as well, where they competed
against global leaders.

Square Corner is a unique platform focusing on culture enhancement by providing fun and
engaging gamified virtual team building activities that support the wellbeing and productivity
of employees working from home. Given current global working conditions post COVID,
employees are stressed, demotivated, and find it difficult to communicate with their colleagues
while working from home. Square corner creates online gamified activities that enhance
corporate culture, create better team communication, increase brand loyalty and employee
retention, and ultimately increase productivity. Their founders have a background in running
and organizing learning activities for corporate customers and teams, are serial entrepreneurs,
and have already secured their first customer.

Stage | Post-Revenue
Funds Raised | 150,000 USD
Ask | 750,000 USD

Stage | Pre-Revenue
Funds Raised | None
Ask | 50,000 USD
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OUR PROGRAM MENTORS,
SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS,
& ENTREPRENEURS
IN RESIDENCE

Throughout our program we managed to deliver our interactive and
valuable curriculum on the hands of our mentors, subject matter experts and
entrepreneurs in residence. Our experts helped the teams to deep dive on
specific topics and answer questions as they arise throughout the program.
Also, our Entrepreneurs in Residence helped advise startups on day to day
challenges and strategies:
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Mohamed
Abdelaziz

Femi
Adeyemo

Andrea
Barber

Co-Founder
Youspital

Founder & CEO
Arnergy

CEO & Founder
RatedPower

Entrepreneur in Residence

Entrepreneur in Residence

Entrepreneur in Residence

Mohamed founded Youspital in 2017 to address the low accessibility of
quality healthcare services to the majority of the Egyptian population.
Today, the company is the leading discount online scanning services
provider to thousands of customers. They achieved this by offering
front end customer acquisition, booking, and payment solutions to
the hundreds of ‘mom and pop’ centers operating in the scanning
and diagnostics space. Mohamed started his career as an associate
consultant for Halliburton Petroleum Services and he was selected
to join their Future Leaders program back in Houston, Texas. He then
moved to Geoenergy Petroleum services as Account Manager and then
General Electric GE as a Demand Generation specialist supporting the
Middle East and Africa.

Femi is an entrepreneur with flair for disruptive innovations. He
founded Arnergy, a venture backed distributed utility providing
sustainable solutions to energy reliability issues in emerging market
starting with Nigeria. He led the successful completion of a $9m Series
A equity round from Breakthrough Energy Ventures, ElectriFi, Norfund
and All-On. Femi has versatile experience gained across a variety of
sectors. He is particularly skilled at co-ordinating the deployment
and Operation of large scale infrastructure projects, ranging from
Solar Energy to Telecommunication and has provided solutions to
multinational companies across Africa, Europe, South America, the
Caribbean and the Middle East.

Andrea is passionate about innovation and focused on creating value
via a deep understanding of customer needs. She founded RatedPower,
which offers pvDesign, the leading cloud-based software to design &
engineer utility-scale solar photovoltaic plants in seconds. They provide
a comprehensive software package that instantly optimizes the plant
design and automatically generates all the engineering documentation
in 5 languages. Before that she co-founded Vostok 6 Podcast, a podcast
in Spanish that aims to give visibility to great women who are breaking
barriers and doing amazing things in their different areas.

Sean
Cheng
Dr. Bechara
Abdelhamid

Tamer
Azer

CEO & Founder
Masader

Principal
Sawari Ventures

Mentor

Speaker

Beshara plays an important role in expanding Egypt’s environmental and
energy efficiency horizon through his delivery of various local and global
initiatives. As a Civil and Environmental Engineer, Beshara has a track
record extending over 20 years’ of work experience in managing civil,
environmental engineering and integrated natural resources projects
with complex environmental & social impacts including infrastructure,
residential, commercial, and industrial projects. Besides his role at Masader,
Beshara works as an environmental, social and energy consultant for
the World Bank Group, UNIDO and UNDP handling the environmental,
social and energy management portfolios in Egypt. His areas of expertise
encompass Resource Conservation and Resource Efficiency: Energy
Management and Monitoring Systems, Energy efficiency, Renewable &
Alternative Energy, Waste to energy, Environmental and Social Impact
Assessments, Sustainable building & Urban planning design, Sustainable
Materials & Waste Management and Net-zero energy houses.

Tamer Azer is a Principal at Sawari Ventures. Prior to joining the
firm he co-founded a number of startups and worked closely with
entrepreneurs in several different countries across eight industries.
Tamer began his career working at the forefront of policy making with
one of the world’s most influential business designers at The Institute
for Competitiveness and Prosperity, an independent Canadian think
tank conducting economic and public policy research, where he worked
to redesign economic, innovation and entrepreneurship policies. He
later joined the London-based global innovation consultancy firm
Fahrenheit 212 as a Senior Innovation Consultant. In 2016, he moved
back to Egypt to join A15, a tech focussed investment firm where he led
investments and the venture development of key portfolio companies
including PayMob, Mumm and Shezlong. Alongside managing the
exit of TPAY, one of the largest fintech exits to take place in the Middle
East. Tamer holds a bachelor’s degree in Economics and German
Literature from the University of Toronto and a Masters in Business
Administration from the University of Oxford. He is also an On Purpose
Fellow.

Venture Capital
Philips
Mentor
Sean is an investment professional at Philips Ventures, which manages
a portfolio of early-stage investments in Digital Health aligned with the
Philips HealthTech strategy. He was previously part of Philips Group
Strategy advising the C-suite on topics including AI, digital transformation,
IoT, data, and platforms in healthcare. Sean has held positions at The
Boston Consulting Group, U.S. FDA, and NASA. He has a PhD from the
University of Cambridge, where he developed fluid dynamics algorithms
for medical device applications. He continues his engineering pursuits as
an Adjunct Professor at Soochow University. Outside of the office, Sean
is focused on social impact and education, and currently drives several
related initiatives around Boston (ask him). He also sits on the Advisory
Councils of The Johns Hopkins University’s Department of Biomedical
Engineering as well as the World Economic Forum’s Global Shapers
Community. Sean Cheng was a Co-Founder at Solenica.

Zied
Bahrouni
Co-Founder & CEO
Motius GMBH

Mohamed
Abdou
Founder & CEO
Pravica
Mentor
Egypt’s ‘Godfather of Blockchain’, Mohamed is the founder and CEO
of Pravica, a company building a blockchain-based communication
infrastructure ranging from email to video. They recently secured
$500k of seed financing from Modus Capital and others, and they’re
well on their way to bring blockchain to email inboxes around the
world. Mohamed is a passionate Entrepreneur with over 20 years
of experience in computer engineering and science, having worked
at a number of leading companies.

Heba
Badawy
Head of Revenue & User Growth |
Retail Landmark Group
Workshop Facilitator
Heba has 12 years experience in all aspects of online marketing
including PPC, Google AdWords, Conversion Optimization, Affiliate
Marketing and Media Buying. Her skills include extensive knowledge
in retargeting, paid search optimization, SEO on-page optimization,
content marketing, off-page SEO. She also has great experience in
training & consulting agencies in terms of setting up media plans,
reviewing PPC campaigns & evaluating agency performance.

Mentor
Zièd is the CEO and Co-founder of Motius, an R&D company based in
Munich with offices in Stuttgart and Dubai. Motius is specialized in using
new technologies to create innovative products for big Tech companies
like BMW, Microsoft, Siemens, Lufthansa, Audi, Innogy, Porsche, etc.
With those companies, Motius works on autonomous cars, smart cities,
drones, urban farming, 3D-Printing, etc. In 2017, Motius has been
chosen among the Top 50 fastest growing companies in Germany. Zièd
is also a member of the Digital Transformation Board at Innogy SE and
holds several other advisory roles in the areas of entrepreneurship, new
technologies and innovation. He is also an active researcher in systemic
neuroscience and artificial intelligence. His academic background is in
Mechatronics and IT.

John
Chisholm
CEO
John Chisholm Ventures
Speaker
John is CEO of John Chisholm Ventures, and has three decades of
experience as entrepreneur, executive, and investor. A pioneer in online
market research, in 1992 he founded, and for five years served as the
CEO/Chairman of Decisive Technology (now a part of Google), a publisher
of the first desktop and client-server software for online surveys. In 1997
he founded, and for a decade served as CEO/Chairman of CustomerSat
(now a part of Confirmit), a leading provider in enterprise feedback
management. Earlier in his career, he held engineering, marketing, and
management positions at GE, HP, and Xerox. He is President Select of
the MIT Worldwide Alumni Association, a member of the development
committee of the MIT Corporation (board of trustees), and a trustee of
the Santa Fe Institute. He serves on the advisory boards of the Gruter
Institute for Law & Behavioral Research and the Network for Teaching
Entrepreneurship (NFTE). He advises entrepreneurs through the MIT
Venture Mentoring Service, the Thiel Foundation 20 under 20 Fellowship,
and the Plug and Play Tech Centers of Silicon Valley. He has chaired the
board of the Stanford Institute for the Quantitative Study of Society and
of the MIT Club of Northern California, served on the visiting committee
of the MIT math department, and on the market research council of the
Association for Interactive Media. He holds BS & MS degrees in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science from MIT, and an MBA from Harvard
Business School. He is also the author or co-author of two US patents.
An avid mountain climber, he has summited Mounts Rainier, Shasta,
Whitney, St. Helens, and a number of live volcanoes in Chile and Indonesia.

Moataz
Darwish
Deputy Chairman
Shell Companies
Subject Matter Expert
Currently the Government and External Relations Manager and
Deputy Country Chair for Shell Companies in Egypt, Moataz spent the
last 14 years of his career with Royal Dutch Shell. Prior to his current
role, he was based in the Netherlands where he acted in the capacity
of Commercial Manager for the UK Southern North Sea in NAM (a Joint
Venture between Shell and ExxonMobil). He was also the Country
Commercial Director, Executive Team Member and a Non-Executive
Board Director for the NATGAS and Nubariya companies. He has more
than 25 years of experience in commercial negotiations, strategy &
business development, and corporate affairs. He’s an active member
of the AU~C Angel Investors Network.

Mohammad
Darwish
CEO
Aplicata
Mentor
Mohammad Darwish is a seasoned entrepreneur and executive with
a demonstrated history of working with customers and strategic
partners to deliver technological innovations. He’s founded and led
multiple tech startups including AdvancedIO Systems & Aplicata
Technologies. Mohammad is also a lecturer at the University of British
Columbia and has mentored multiple early stage startups to success.
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Marilyn
Davison
Entrepreneurship Expert
Tufts University
Subject Matter Expert
Marilyn was recently appointed as Entrepreneur in Residence for
the Fletcher School at Tufts University, and she is also the Fletcher
School Liaison to the Advisory Board of Tufts University’s Center
for Entrepreneurial Leadership. She is active in the Entrepreneurial
community within Tufts - as a coach and competition judge, and she is
also an MIT Sandbox mentor/ coach. As a Business Angel she also coaches
entrepreneurs, making them investment ready. As an adjunct professor in
three MBA Entrepreneurial programs in France Marilyn taught Leadership
courses, coached students in business plan development, and judged
student competitions. She also focuses on workplace mediation and
helping teams learn from conflict. As a member of Mediators Beyond
Borders and Green Crystal she helped integrate mediation within Climate
Change initiatives beginning with COP 15 in Copenhagen.

Omar
El Aguizy
Founder & CEO
Waradly
Entrepreneur in Residence
Omar El Aguizy is the founder & CEO of Waradly, Egypt’s biggest online
marketplace specializing in building materials and fit-out products
(home improvement). The company’s goal is to provide a comprehensive
catalog of construction products and services for consumers, professional
contractors, tradesmen and design professionals. He also founded Aguizy
DS and is an accomplished architect trained at the Savannah College of Art
and Design.

Mohamad
Elkafafy
CEO & Founder
Agrona
Entrepreneur in Residence
Kafafy is the CEO & Founder of Agrona, an innovative startup working
on green based composites. The company’s new technology is a result
of more than 6 years of R&D in the field of engineering wood. Kafafy
has previously worked with General Motors and is a Kaizen specialist.
His company previously participated in Flat6Labs Cycle 12 and he’s
eager to support entrepreneurs beginning their journey or joining an
accelerator for the first time.

Subject Matter Expert
Salma El Hariry is an Egyptian serial entrepreneur who has a vision of
growing emerging world economies and fueling job creation by building
successful social & tech Innovations, especially in the MENA region.Salma
is currently the founder and managing partner of ScaleUp Ventures, which
is the very first services-based Venture Fund in the region that aims to
create more success stories out of MENA-based growth-stage tech and
social startups by providing them with access to global know-how & talent
in key areas necessary for their development. She also co-created multiple
international startup initiatives including PITME Catalyst, Hack for Peace
in the Middle East and the TechWadi Annual Forum held in San Francisco,
which aimed to build bridges between Silicon Valley & the Middle East.

Mohannad
Hamed

Professor
Heliopolis University

Founder & CEO
Nashe2

Workshop Facilitator

Entrepreneur in Residence

Experienced Grants Innovation and Entrepreneurship Adviser
with a demonstrated history of work on developing and managing
internationally funded projects. A research professional with a Master of
Science from The University of Edinburgh, UK

Jawad
Haidar
Co-Founder & CEO
Heatechs

Mohannad Hamed is a seasoned entrepreneur that has co-founded
several startups which went on to secure multiple rounds of investment
reaching millions of pounds in revenue annually. He also has 10+ years
of experience in project management and content development which
led him to the field of content-related projects management, where
he led several projects worth millions of pounds.Mohannad leverages
his wide range of experience in fields of Content, Research, Media,
Astrophysics, Websites, Management, Theatrical Acting & Directing
and Web Design and has held several coveted positions including
Manager in Chief at Ida2at, COO at Kotobna, content unit manager at
O2 media group, Digital products consultant at Capital One Holding,
and Founder & CEO at Nash2, Co-Founder & COO at Zokourah.

Entrepreneur in Residence

Loay
El Shawarby
CEO
Loay El Shawarby Law Firm
Subject Matter Expert
Loay is a founder and principal at El Shawarby Attorney at Law,
practicing in the areas of startup structuring, governance, pre
growth, and growth venture finance. He advises a number of the
leading Venture Capital funds on law and technology and helps
larger companies with mergers and acquisitions. He’s built quite a
track record over the years working with startups and has become
an active angel investor as well, becoming a cofounder of the
Alexandria Angels Network, the Mediteranean Angels Network,
and a member of Cairo Angels. He’s currently an active investor in
Abu Erdan, Nebras Technology, Jinni, and Untap, to name a few.

Jawad is the CEO & Founder of Heatechs, which is a Lebanese startup
that offers environmentally friendly solutions to problems related to
cooling and heating using the latest material technology. Led by an
ambitious team of engineering graduates, Heatechs is the proud winner
of the Hult Prize National Competition for social entrepreneurship in
2018, and the LIRA competition for professionals which helped it receive
support and critical acclaim from leading industry experts. For the past
year, their team of engineers has been doing extensive R&D on PCM
technology and how it can be integrated in different products, which has
allowed them to launch their first product the ‘Chill-Pill’, in late 2019, a
heating/cooling pad for athletes.

Omar
Hamada

Tamer
Hanna
Partner & Board Member
Cairo Solar
Mentor
Tamer is the COO and Managing Partner of Cairo Solar, which is a
solar EPC and financing company helping organizations minimize the
capital intensity of solar systems through installment-based purchase
plans. Tamer has a bachelor degree in Electrical Engineering from GUC
and a double Master degree in Solar Energy from Kassel University,
Germany and Cairo University, Egypt. His research and development
work with Fraunhofer institute, the largest R&D institute in Germany,
and his work with the GIZ renewable energy program in Egypt gave
him a strong foundation in Solar Energy applications.

Technical Sales Specialist
IBM

Salma
El Hariry
Founder & CEO
Skaleup Ventures

Jane
Gergis

Workshop Facilitator

Mohamed
Fawzy Obiaa
Founder & CEO
Askova
Entrepreneur in Residence
Mohamed is the CEO & Cofounder of Africa’s first wind energy turbine
manufacturer, Askova. Obiaa and his team developed a novel way to
harness the power of wind energy, even at low speeds, to generate energy
at a small scale powering off grid farms, tourist resorts, and other projects.
The company has raised a pre-seed round of $120k since inception and
was selected by the EBRD among the top 8 startups in Egypt invited for
admission into their new accelerator program. They expect to begin the
local manufacture of small scale wind turbines in the last quarter of 2020.

Omar is a world-class public speaker and sales expert with
accomplishments and wide knowledge in cloud-native technologies,
application modernization tactics (Microservices, Containerization,
DevOps, etc.) and the integrations portfolio (API Management, ESB,
Messaging, Managed File Transfers, etc.) Omar has a strong ability
to communicate complex results and requirements and has delivered
clear and inspiring presentations to massive audiences (500+). He is
very passionate about technology and entrepreneurship with proven
experience in both. He’s a former President of a leading entrepreneurial
student body and won 10+ national/regional competitions in total with
proven ability to lead and motivate teams to maximize performance and
exceed expectations.

Moetaz
Helmy
Co-Founder
KMT House
Mentor
Moetaz Helmy is an Egyptian serial entrepreneur and founder
of multiple initiatives, projects and businesses on the national
and international level. Moetaz Helmy is the Co-Founder of
kmt house, the first coworking space dedicated solely to urban
tech in Africa and the Middle East. He is also the Co-Founder
and Executive Director of Rollo21 incubation program located in
15 universities in 7 different cities. In 2011, he Co-founded the
District - a Cairo based co-working space and innovation hub
that aims at linking innovative local and African entrepreneurs.
Moataz was also the General Manager at Cairo Deli, a unique
food and beverage provider for businesses and startups.
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Dr. Nader
Ibrahim
CEO
EPIC Advisory
Workshop Facilitator
Dr. Nader Ibrahim is the CEO of EPIC Advisory and Co-Founder & CFO
of teegara.com. He is the Financial Advisor for the incubated companies
in TIEC where he advised more than 120 start-ups. He is also a member
of the Investment Committee at Misr Life Insurance Company and a
Board Member at Nubaria Sugar Refinery and Manufacturing, Egypt
Gold, FEPS Business Incubator and Premier Investment. Dr. Nader has
23 years of experience in finance and investments and has worked with
several prestigious investment companies leading portfolio management
and private equity funds and was directly involved in a number of high
profile transactions. He is also an Adjunct Professor of Finance at Cairo
University, Nile University, Misr Int’l University “MIU”, the Regional
Institute of Technology (RITI) and Maastricht School of Management.

Shady
Khalil

Ahmed
Nagy

Manish
Ranjan

Co-Founder
Greenish

CTO
PHAROUS

Co-Founder & CEO
NanoHealth

Mentor

Subject Matter Expert

Entrepreneur in Residence

Shady Khalil is the co-founder of Greenish, a social enterprise focused
on educating communities about the environment and empowering
them to develop solutions for their most pressing environmental
challenges. Greenish’s focus is collaboration with the goal of building
the environmental movement in Egypt and the MENA region. He
also co-founded VeryNile, a pioneering project which has eliminated
35 tons of plastic from the Nile in less than a year and is focused on
transforming these plastics into products. In addition, Khalil is a theatre
director, integrating theatre techniques in facilitating 70+ workshops
around Egypt on environmental awareness, gender equality and civic
engagement.

Ahmed has more than 14 year of experience with coding and IT
solutions and he also is the CTO of PHAROUS.com for software
solutions and mobile applications who has helped organize big
events in Egypt like ICT, Techne summit and arabnet on the
regional level. Ahmed has a bachelor’s degree in computer science
from Alexandria university.

Tarek
Noureldeen

Manish is the co-founder and CEO of NanoHealth, an organisation
that is dedicated to providing a proactive and continuous care solution
for managing chronic conditions, using a user-centered engagement
model with the right blend of human touch and technology that can
revolutionize healthcare. NanoHealth won the prestigious Hult Prize
global $1M prize in 2014. Manish founded NanoHealth while he was
pursuing his MBA from Indian School of Business (ISB), where he was
awarded the Torch Bearer title for outstanding leadership. Prior to his
MBA, he worked as a consultant with a leading supply chain firm, i2
Technologies (presently JDA), where he designed business processes
aimed at driving efficiency and profitability for large multinational
firms. Manish is an engineering graduate from IIT Bombay.

CO-Founder & CEO
OTO Courses

Omar
Khalifa

Omar
Khattab

Founder
Shagalni

Co-Founder & COO
U-Light

Speaker

Entrepreneur in Residence

Omar is the founder of Shaghalni.com, an online jobs platform that
serves all Egyptians. Today Shaghalni.com has a database of over 1.5
million jobseekers and more than 10,000 registered companies. Omar
also launched his own media company in 2009 that was specialized
in publishing services, the company (Omedia) had a very successful
publishing portfolio that generated $150,000 in sales revenue in its first
year. Fun fact: Once the Shaghalni website was in beta version with only
500 users, Omar seized an opportunity to deliver a 5-minute pitch to
Egyptian billionaire Eng. Naguib Sawiris, which resulted in his decision to
invest in the company to fight unemployment.

Omar Khattab is the COO & Co-Founder of U-Light LLC, an awardwinning social enterprise that provides human-powered affordable
energy solutions to off-grid communities worldwide. He won the
Arabian Business Future Star and an EXPO Live grant. Omar is a proud
graduate of the American University of Sharjah, majoring in Mechanical
Engineering, with both the technical and sales background. He thinks
every business must have a purpose and is determined to keep moving
further until everyone gets a fair and equal access to electricity. Omar
Khattab is also an expert at sales and worked with ADOSET Trading &
Oil Services Est and was responsible for the Gulf sales and after-sale
services of 8 of the most reputed mechanical companies in mechanical
equipment.

Mentor
Tareq Khalifeh is the Managing Director for MASE, which he co-founded
in 2013. He has led the company’s dramatic growth providing solar energy
solutions in Jordan and the Middle East. He has been involved in over 100
MWp of installed or underway solar assets. Khalifeh began his career
with a consulting firm in London, later serving as development director
for a leading Jordanian energy and infrastructure company where he
led the development of Jordan’s first major solar IPP to be connected to
the national grid, Arabia One 11.52 MWp. In September 2016, Khalifeh
was recognized by the Middle East Solar Industries Association (MESIA)
as a Solar Pioneer, earning the highest category gold award. He holds a
Bachelor’s degree in Industrial Engineering from Purdue University and a
MSc Energy Trade & Finance from Cass Business School.

Tarek is the CEO & Founder of OTO Courses, Egypt’s leading
online language education startup.OTO is a digital learning
platform that offers different one-to-one programs to help
people learn languages including English & German and skills
like graphic designing. All the programs are offered through
OTO’s web-based platform and mobile apps that make it easy
for people to learn languages and skills. The startup currently
has more than fifty instructors and uses a modern American
curriculum for some of their courses. Previously, Tarek spent
time at Intelli-Tech and running Unilever’s training programs.
He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in operations research from Cairo
University.

Tariq
Rajab
Founder
Presto

Tareq
Khalifeh
Co-Founder
Mase

Entrepreneur in Residence

Entrepreneur in Residence

Andrew
Khouzam
Founder & CEO
The WebOps
Subject Matter Expert
Andrew Khouzam is the CEO & Founder of WebOps, a software
development company that helps design and develop web/mobile
applications for public and private sector clients. He is a software
engineer by training and graduated from the German University of Cairo
with a Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science.

Tariq is the Founder & CEO of Egyptian startup Presto, an online courier
service targeting small and medium sized enterprises joining the new
economy. The company graduated from Changelabs Egypt Cohort I and
was immediately taken in by EFG Hermes’ startup accelerator. Presto
hires freelance couriers operating with bikes or motorbikes and offers
them hourly rates of 15/20 pounds per hour to create an automated
distribution network that can deliver anything to anywhere in the city.
Providing on-demand anything delivery service for Customers, and
Empowering SMEs, home-marketplaces, & Individual Sellers to use that
distribution network for their services.

Jake
Reisch
CEO
Eversound
Speaker
Jake Reisch is a Forbes 30 Under 30 entrepreneur with a passion for
building impactful organizations from the ground up. He is the Founder
and CEO of Eversound. Eversound helps senior living communities
deliver vibrant, engaging experiences to their residents by solving one
of the greatest quality of life issues -- hearing loss. He is also a member
of the World Economic Forum’s Young Global Shapers and serves on
the Advisory Council for Entrepreneurship@Cornell. He is also the
founder of Party Headphones, a company that rents wireless headsets
for silent discos and raves.

Tyamour
Sabry
Co-Founder
Wasla Browser
Speaker
Taymour Sabry is Wasla’s co-founder and Head of Product. He graduated
from the University of San Diego with a major in International Business
and went on to pursue a career in the technology sector in Dubai, UAE.
Taymour joined Taskspotting and then ReserveOut during which they
collectively raised a total of $10m. Taymour then joined Rocket Internet
as an entrepreneur in residence, helping them launch Foodora. After
working in multiple startups in different growth stages, Taymour and
Serag Meneassy went on to launch Botler; an Artificial Intelligence
startup aimed at automating customer service across social media in
Arabic. They successfully raised three rounds of outside funding, joined
Startupbootcamp Accelerator in Istanbul and received a setup grant
from the Government of Dubai.
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Nezar
Samy
Founder
Nilepreneurs Initiative
Workshop Facilitator
Nezar has a wide range of experience in Management of Technology,
Innovation, Strategic Management, Project Management and Digital
Transformations. Nezar is the chairperson for the ISO56000 Technical
Committee, Egyptian Organization for Standards and Quality (EOS)
and a board member of the International Association of Management
of Technology (IAMOT) in the US. Nezar has 20+ years of experience
in managing multi-million projects nation-wide projects in sectors such
as Government, Banking, ICT, Education, and Healthcare. Nezar was
awarded the “One of The Top 100 Most Influential Characters in the Arab
Region” award by The Arab Entrepreneurs Union for his contribution
in supporting entrepreneurship and innovation in the region. Nezar has
been always recognized for his contributions in the area of startups,
entrepreneurship, and innovation.

AbdelRahman
Shawky
CEO
Onasolar
Mentor
Abdelrahman is the CEO & Founder of Onasolar, a company he’s
been running for the last 5 years. Prior to that, he was the CEO of
OnaElectric and the Egypt Taiwan Exchange Trade Ambassador.
He has more than 10 years of experience in the green energy
sector, specifically with solar. Onasolar is a leading solar
energy company in Egypt. The Company works with corporate
enterprises to deliver solar energy projects with compelling,
long term ROI. Expert in the dynamic legislative environment,
Onasolar provides clients with real-time guidance to leverage
tax credits and other financial incentives in Egypt. Onasolar’s
clients include multi-national companies, leading farms, global
manufacturers and distributors. Onasolar is headquartered in
Cairo City with facilities throughout Egypt.

Mohamed
Shehab
Adel
Sedky
CEO & Partner
Nola Bakery
Speaker
Siblings Adel and Laila Sedky discovered a penetrable market gap in
the Egyptian dessert market back in 2010 and introduced the first local
cupcake store, NOLA. Today, the company has more than 50 retail outlets
across Egypt, serving customers across multiple retail channels and
formats. As CEO, Adel has been responsible for growing store operations,
leading city expansion, developing new recipes and products, designing
and improving an end to end high touch customer experience, and
creating and maintaining the high customer service standards the brand is
now known for. After an initial investment by the founders, the company
has been able to fund all its growth through operating profits generated.

Daniel
Walsh

Alden
Zecha

Senior Vice President
Cristo Rey Network

Founding Partner
We Scale Impact

Workshop Facilitator

Mentor

Dan is a seasoned nonprofit marketing executive working in the
educational sector for the betterment of economically challenged
youth. Cristo Rey is the largest network of non-public urban high
schools exclusively serving low-income youth. Dan has led Cristo Rey’s
national partnership efforts in an innovative educational model that
partners with 3,072 leading corporations. 11,522 Cristo Rey students
work 1 day a week at Corporate Partners, earning $62MM nationally
to fund the majority of their rigorous college prep education. Dan was
the founding CWS Director at the Cristo Rey school in Houston and
served as the School President before his national Cristo Rey role.
Previously, Dan worked for 18 years in various marketing, innovation,
finance and information technology leadership roles with two Fortune
200 companies. Within his 11 years at Coca-Cola, Dan’s responsibilities
included brand management, leading new product innovation teams
and community involvement.

Alden Zecha is a Founding Partner at the consulting firm We Scale
Impact and is a Senior Fellow at the Center for the Advancement of
Social Entrepreneurship (CASE) at Duke University’s Fuqua School of
Business. Zecha brings to these roles more than 30 years of broadrange executive expertise in operations, strategy and finance, and
vast experience from work in more than 35 countries. He has launched
numerous multi¬million dollar, multi-national initiatives and has
raised more than $15m in capital for ventures. He regularly speaks on
entrepreneurship globally including having presented at the White
House and has been quoted in the Wall St. Journal and CFO Magazine.
Zecha previously founded Sproxil and served as CFO and Strategist,
growing it to profitable operations in 7 countries, founded and served
as CFO of ultra-luxury travel company PrivatSea and CFO of Rethos,
a social media site acquired by publicly traded Engagement Labs. He
has founded an OTC drug distribution company and worked with the
Japanese MHW (FDA) on regulatory compliance issues for Procter
& Gamble. Zecha previously worked with consulting firms Monitor
Group and BearingPoint, and served as international economic
development specialist for the State of Hawaii.

Speaker & Facilitator
Workshop Facilitator
Shehab Eldin is a sought after international Speaker and advisor
bringing in 19 years of experience as an impact entrepreneur,
investor, consultant, executive leadership and transformation
coach. Shehab Eldin is the founder of RESOLVE consulting Ltd.
and confounder of AGRICYCLE for agricultural waste energy and
AL-SONBOLAH for textile industries, and AlexAngels, the first
Angel investors network in Alexandria. Shehab Eldin is currently
an adjunct faculty at the American University in Cairo, School of
Business teaching leadership and he lectures at the Executive
Education school of both Business school and Global Affairs and
Public Policy school. He is also co-founder and a former board
member of Nahdet El-Mahrousa, The leading NGO incubating
social entrepreneurs and social ventures targeting economic
and social development issues in Egypt. He is also the Founding
Curator of the Global Shapers Community- Cairo Hub, launched
by the World Economic Forum.

Nesrine
Shaker
Founder
Stavolt Gelato
Speaker
Nesrine Shaker is a veteran banker with leadership roles at Citibank,
Barclays, & Banque Misr who turned into an entrepreneur building
one of the biggest ice cream retailers in egypt from the ground up. Her
brand, stavolta, now counts more than ten retail outlets across Egypt
and is the leading retailer of Italian style gelato in the country.
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR
DEMO DAY
Throughout our program we managed to deliver our interactive
curriculum with the help of our global network of mentors,
subject matter experts and entrepreneurs. Our experts helped
the teams to deep dive on specific topics and answer questions
as they arise throughout the program. Also, our Entrepreneurs
in Residence helped advise startups on day to day challenges
and strategies.
We pre-recorded pitches to be aired at the demo day live
screening which allowed the startups to put their best foot
forward while focusing on engaging the guests and investors
in attendance. We handpicked an iconic backdrop along the
Nile so that we boost the teams’ confidence as they pitch while
creating beautiful and engaging footage for the startups and
the demo day.

And it was a hit! From around the world, the Middle East, Europe and USA, more than 200
investors and 65 experts were attended our Demo Day. Our F&B partners allowed us to deliver
the best Pizzas and cupcakes in town to our guests who joined us live from their homes and
offices - acting as a reminder that the demo day is about to begin and a way to engage with the
community. The online video went viral with more than 1,000 views with amazing feedback
from the ecosystem.

200
13

STARTUPS

INVESTORS

65

1000+
VIEWS

EXPERTS
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Agenda

THE DEMO DAY LIVE
[CLICK TO WATCH]

September 30th

[Cairo Time]

12:00 - 12:10
12:10 - 1:25

Welcome & Keynote*

200 Attendance

1000 Total Views

Pitches & Tribute Videos*

1:25 - 1:30

Closing Remarks*

1:30 - 2:00

Live Q&A (breakout rooms)*
*YouTube

*Google Meet

The Demo Day Q&A
Investors x Startups Meetups

F&B Partners
37+ Meetings
with Investors

750k - 1M USD
Expected Across
13 Startups
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STARTUPS
WINS & BREAKTHROUGHS
Throughout the 8-week program, our startups launched products, pivoted, progressed and
got connected to the stakeholders and experts they needed to progress. Through their hard
work and with the help of our unparalleled network of experts and mentors, they were able to
achieve significant wins and breakthroughs.

ENERGY STARTUPS

IMPACT STARTUPS
Raised $45K from Flat6Labs

By the end of the program, Delta Oil’s revenue exceeded 200K USD.

Raised from EFG-EV and Flat6labs 120K USD
Empowering 3 pharmacies chains in Egypt with El-Dokan Software
Partner Integrated with 90% from ecommerce service provider in Egypt

Received initial approval from the Ministry of Electricity, to start
licensing and installing the charging stations.
The Egyptian Electric Utility and Consumer Protection Regulatory
Agency issued the official tariff pricing of electric vehicle charging,
which expands Dizaria’s cooperation with the Agency to make the
payment per charge not per subscription.

Launched their their subscription-based platform and started
generating revenue

Won the Tie Women MENA Pitch finalists event
Raised 20K USD
Onboarded Sawiris as an strategic partner
Partnered with Gemini Africa which is a company under Orascom Investments
Launched their prototype, in the process of first phase production.
Secured a 10 unit purchase orders
Finalizing phase 2 of our community center project in Saint Catherine
Featured in Archdaily
Raised 10K$
Granted a project in Niger outside Egypt

Agreed with Egypt’s biggest agriculture company, Daltex, to purchase all
Baramoda’s production until the end of 2020
Launched first Patient support programs 3 days pack.
MENA winners in regional seedstars summit
Leads home diagnostics in MENA by having the first home EEG assessment
Growing by 20% MOM
Launched Smart Chatbots
Automated 50% of the platform Backend Operations
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RESULTS FROM
FINAL SURVEY
By the end of the program, we conducted a survey and gathered the feedback of all
startups about their experience with our accelerator. Whether favorite sessions, experts,
or communication tools, all teams agree that Changelabs has helped them achieve tangible
results and in a timely manner.

All the teams loved the program

50%

gave us a perfect
full score

50%

gave us 4/5

Top 3 Favorite Sessions

Top 3 Fireside Chats

1- Fundraising session with Jake Reisch
2- Understanding your customer
3- how to manage a sales pipeline

1- CEO advice of a lifetime
2- Marketing 101 with Taymour Sabry
3-Fireside chat with John Chisholm

Top 3 Favorite Experts

Top 3 Favorite Things about the Program

1-Tamer Azer
2-Moataz Darwish
3- Jake Reisch

1- Pitch Thursday
2- One on One with Karim and Jamal
3-Workshops

Communication Tools
the teams found it was very effective, organized, and left no room for confusion. (things that
should be fixed platform used for scheduling slots & Navigator was sometime confusing)

Cohort Superstars as voted by our startups

All the founders indicated that they would recommend Changelabs to
their friends and peers.
The founders also shared the tangible ways Changelabs has helped their
startups progress:
“ There are several aspects regarding financial planning that Changelabs helped us with and
we came out with a much clearer future plan and financial projections than before we started,
in addition to a complete revamp of our deck, not only talking about visuals, but mainly about
positions, flow and message, and these are just a couple of examples.”
“Changelabs helped us in understanding fundraising more, we haven’ received fund but know
what are the steps that we need to follow. helped us get a new perspective of traction and
partnership which we will capitalize on for the next period.”
“The program helped us to focus on our MVP and how to bring the best results from it. It helped
us position our startup in a more accurate way, and enhanced our pitching skills significantly.”
“It helped with strategic decisions when needed and helped get funding. Changelabs has
helped us to be on the right track and worked with a plan to enter the market properly.”

Our teams shared many funny memories as well and most of them voted for
the social events as their favorite memory followed by the escape the room
virtual event that was organized by cohort startup Square Corner team.
Biggest Challenges

Least Favorite Thing About the Program

Difficult to keep up with all the activities
in parallel with daily life duties and work
Global Mentors (Local Mentors were
preferred)
Would have liked it to be virtual and
offline at the same time
Mentors (booking schedules &
communicating with them)

Missing the social events
Shooting day experience
Too many energy related experts
Investment strategy isn’t clear
Some changes in agenda and timing
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Mohamed
Morsy
Egypt Head
Finance in Motion

We have chosen changelabs to launch
Egypt’s first green energy and energy
efficiency accelerator. Green energy is of
utmost importance given the high need
for innovative solutions that would take
and help and move Egypt to its next phase
of development, a phase where business
and the environment need hand in hand.
This is the second year that we partner
with changelabs and we’re very proud of
helping them support and develop the next
generation of impact entrepreneurs.
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Here are some of the PR mentions

GENERATED
MEDIA

Kick-Off Event Startup Scene | Magnitt

During the cohort 2 program, Changelabs appeared on TV Pan Arab Channels, was featured in
10 prestigious publications and more than 30 well-acknowledged online portals.

70+
PR MENTIONS

30+

WELL-ACKNOWLEDGED
ONLINE PORTALS

10

PRESTIGIOUS
PUBLICATIONS

Demo Day Coverage

Post- Demo Day Coverage

Newspaper
Daily News Egypt | Al Borsa | Al Ahram Al
Masaie | Al Masry Al Youm | Al Mal

TV CNBC Arabia | Al Mehwar TV

Online Portals
Magnitt | Arab Finance | Amwal Al Ghad |
ICT Business | Alam Raqamy | Economy-24
| Cairo 24 | Baladna News | Sada El Arab |
Teqanya Today | Hapi Journal

Newspaper
Al Ahram Hebdo | Identity magazine | Loghat
Al Asr | Daily News Egypt
Online Portal
English Ahram | Zawya | Startup Scene |
Mubasher | Cairo 24 | Ahl Masr | E Masr |
Al Mal News | Economy 24
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SOCIAL MEDIA
RECAP
Changelabs has maintained an active social media presence throughout the 8-weeks program.
Our social media platforms engaged and interacted with our community, where we were able
to grow our following on the main channels the Egyptian ecosystem is hugely following.
Here are some of the posts that received the highest engagement and reach:

2,947

FOLLOWERS

Month

Engagements

Reach

June

9,399

273,766

July

1,664

16,088

August

534

3,822

September

274

3,577
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1,186

Best performing post 1
25 Likes

FOLLOWERS

Month

Engagements

Reach

June

548

9,057

July

650

11,190

August

51

1,083

September

290

5,111

Best performing post 2
24 Likes

A live fireside chat was held with
Adel Sedky, CEO and Partner at Nola Bakery

Best performing post 3
22 Likes

A live fireside chat was held with
Taymour Sabry, Co-Founder of Wasla browser
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“The best thing was getting feedback on our way of work and on the pitch
deck. Also getting some advice from our mentor about our marketing
approach. So far the experience has been very good, the program is
intense and full of resources and content that needs to be reflected on our
work right away. The journey has been rewarding, some sessions I feel
would have been more valuable if they were one on ones or applications
on one of our startups like “Digital marketing tool” session.”
“We love the whole atmosphere and we’re doing our best to take all the
benefits from this program.”

“
“
“
“
“
“

“What’s unique and different in Changelabs program is that they don’t
only provide us with business mentors, but also industry-focused experts.
Mentors like Moataz Darwish and Tamer Hanna supported us closely
and step by step in our journey in terms of many aspects such as in the
market and legalities.”

Dizaria

“The program is well designed and full of interesting sessions and
workshops.”

“Actually it is very useful as we are able to get feedback from different
backgrounds that let us enhance and improve our startup through getting
views from different angles in addition to the great support from the team
in case we need connections or advice in a specific field or sector.”
“As things move with entrepreneurship, technology and innovation and
startups in Egypt, we try to contribute to the ecosystem and engage with
it. Our experience with Changelabs has been magnificent, whether last
year or this year, they put a lot of opportunities into the startup landscape
and help the startups to make it to the next level. They do put a lot of
uscaling, skill and technical know-how in the way of the startups, they
also invest in the startups at their graduation or after.”

Seavo

“It is very fruitful overall as we started to notice gaps and points of
improvement and started to focus on them.”

“Thank you very much for the pleasure of being a part of this great
project and thank you for your support for all startups and young active
dreamers.”

Dayra

Mawelny

Loay El Shawarby

Principal at Shawarby
Law Firm

Tamer Hanna

COO and Managing
Partner of Cairo Solar

Square Corner

“What I like the most about the program is that it makes me focus on
some really important things for the business, that I might unconsciously
ignore while being very busy with the day-to-day operations.”

PraxiLabs

DomDom

Hand Over

Vesstoss

“Intense content and a fast advisory team help us develop and grow fast.”

Great journey so far with a lot of energy, positivity and enthusiasm from
both mentors and mentees, organizers, and startups. Great variety of
different workshops with different experts in various fields.”

“
“
“
“
“
“

TESTIMONIALS

“Thanks for having me and well done to the whole team for the great
management of the program!”

Moataz Darwish

Deputy Country Chairman
at Shell companies
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WHAT’S NEXT?
We’ll keep GGF up to date with upcoming
accelerator programs. For e.g., we’d
love to have you join us in our upcoming
scale up program in Egypt (proposal
to follow as discussed). We also have
entrepreneurship programs kicking off in
Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq soon and we’d
love your input regarding areas of interest
(industries, objectives, and geographic
focuses) so we identify and map out which
programs are best suited for GGF.
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Our team facilitated the startup learning
process and helped our companies make
the best of the resources available to them

Our founders have been running
accelerators and startup learning
programs for several years.

KARIM SAMRA
Co-Founder
karim@changelabsme.org

TOUFIC OSSEIRAN
Content Manager
toufic@changelabsme.org

SAMAR HADDAD
Creative Director
samar@changelabsme.org

PAMELA DAHER
Content Lead
pamela@changelabsme.org

JAMAL KHAYYAT
Co-Founder
jamal@changelabsme.org

JANA BURAIK
Community Lead
jana@changelabsme.org

YARA LTEIF
Design/Marketing
yara@changelabsme.org

CYNTHIA SARKIS
Design/Marketing
cynthia@changelabsme.org

We believe
entrepreneurship can
change the world

DOUAA AL SEBAHY
Community
douaa@changelabsme.org

NOOR SHAMAS
Video/Marketing
noor@changelabsme.org

BATOOL ABDULLAH
Design Intern
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30,000

40+

Youth trained

Startups launched

50,000+

400+

Hours of coaching and mentors

Jobs created

500+

in network mentors & coaches
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